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WHAT’S THE LATEST FROM 
ST BEDE’S? 

Summer is here! 

A sad goodbye… 

Creative Writing Champion! 
The Archdiocese of Liverpool and Pearson Publishing collaborated on a short story writing competition 

for International Literacy Day 2019 to encourage children to be creative and embrace the power and joy 

of story writing. It was called 'Twist on a Tale' which invited students to write a modern day fairytale 

which at once celebrates and innovates this much-loved genre. 

Over 3000 entries were received but there could only be 3 winners... 

We were delighted to hear then that Finn Glover in Year 7 had been chosen as a winner! His piece, 

entitled 'Twisted Story', will be published by Pearson in hardback format along with the two other 

winners. He has also won books for our school library which is fantastic! 

You can read Finn's story by clicking on this link to the ebook version here: 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1aNpyhcxVwiSV0Jt21v2NS0kHu9iDB_tt  

Finn said, "I was shaking when I found out, I couldn't wait to tell my family!". His English teacher, Miss 

Ferries, said, "Finn's imagination and way with words became clear to me as soon as I started teaching 

him back in September. This is an excellent success for him and for our whole school. Well done!" 

 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1aNpyhcxVwiSV0Jt21v2NS0kHu9iDB_tt
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Amber strikes gold 
Congratulations to Amber Wells for achieving the Chief Scout Gold Award during lockdown. What a 

fantastic achievement during a difficult time and - alongside her artwork - what a productive time! Amber 

is a very talented member of our community. 

 

Lockdown sport 
West Lancashire School Sports Partnership have been running a variety of virtual competitions during 

lockdown and a number of our pupils have entered these and have been very successful. 

We had some amazing entries in the gymnastics competition. The girls produced very strong and complex 

routines and they all finished with top final positions. Faith Barker, Erin Barker, Bethany McCluskey, Olivia 

Bell and Lily Copeland are all pictured performing their routines.  

 

We also had success in the Photography competition. Entrants had to capture an image of a friend or 

family member performing a sports skill. The results were as follows: 
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1st place: Rebecca Moss (Yr 9) & Matthew Moss (Yr 7). They created and captured the word DANCE 

whilst on a trampoline. Not an easy task and very tiring!! 

 

2nd place: Rose Jackson(Yr 7) 

 

The photo below is called “Soaring” and it includes determination, self-belief and passion.  
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A Pentathlon challenge was also set a couple of weeks ago. This competition was split into 5 categories 

and pupils had to perform: 

• Short sprints 

• Long jump 

• Vertical jump 

• Speed bounce  

• Target throw 

Results:  

• Year 7 boys winner - James Trigwell 

• Year 7 girls winner - Rose Jackson 

• Year 9 boys winner - Will Jackson 

 

Wellbeing in the garden 
Away from the business of teaching students online and providing and marking work during lock-down, 

some teachers have taken to their gardens to keep a happy balance in work/life balance. Ms Harris has 

collated some pictures of the work our staff have been doing outdoors. 
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Making Music at St Bede’s 
One of the most encouraging phenomena we have seen in response to social distancing laws are the 

innovative ways that people have started to bond with each other, particularly musically. 

Lockdown has seen opera singers belt out arias from their balconies and families recreate entire musicals 

in their living rooms. 

Pop stars like Chris Martin and Gary Barlow have set up intimate jamming sessions while Radiohead is 

streaming one of its concerts for free every week until lockdown ends. 

The music has not stopped but it is a little bit harder to make it. 

It proves that even in the most trying of circumstances, the music will play on…. 

It definitely did at St. Bede’s!!!!! 

Pupils and staff definitely helped to keep music alive. 

We had lockdown playlists, videos of live performances, pupil compositions, cup playing, chair drumming, 

Tik Toks, family singing, iMovie videos, beatboxing, song-writing and rapping to name a few. I wish I could 

share all the amazing videos I received over lockdown but here are a few pictures instead.  

One thing I certainly can share with you is our Chamber Choir recording of ‘I Stand Amazed’ sung by our 

wonderful Chamber Choir. We are all missing choir rehearsals and performances so much and have no 

idea when safe singing in large groups is going to be allowed.  

That doesn’t stop music at St. Bede’s though. Please have a listen to our beautiful song that instils our 

school values of Faith, Hope and Love.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T3JZNmdR4oI  

 

 

 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T3JZNmdR4oI
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A message from our wonderful peripatetic music teachers 

peripatetic /ˌpɛrɪpəˈtɛtɪk/ 

noun 1. a person who travels from place to place, especially a teacher who works in more than 

one school or college. 

As our fantastic peri music teachers start their fifteenth and final week of online lessons, they are really 

pleased to know that they will be joining us back in school for lessons in September! We have measured 

out all the teaching spaces and planned who is going where to keep everyone safe and we know it's going 

to be an exciting time finally getting to sing and play in person again.  

If you have been learning the guitar or doing extra singing during lockdown and you think you might like 

to start lessons, just email Mrs McMurray (a.mcmurray@sbchs.co.uk) or Sarah (s.monteith@sbchs.co.uk) 

and let them know and they will add you to the timetable for September. And if you are just starting at St 

Bede's in year seven, then don't hesitate to email and ask for more information or put your name down 

for lessons.  

So, from Sarah, Mark, Shaun and Paul- thank you for all your hard work this term, and we will see you in 

real life in September! 
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‘Bearers of hope in this world’ - From our Chaplain, 
Jacinta 

There is a remarkable group of pupils at St. Bede’s whose compassionate and energetic service to others 

has established them as exceptional role models. Where they see the need for charity, justice and an 

opportunity to be witnesses to their faith, they act, with an unflinching determination and fervour.  

Whilst each pupil is unique, there is no doubt that they all share a range of truly inspiring and beautiful 

characteristics, characteristics which ensure each and every charitable act they embark upon, will be a 

success. They all have a generous spirit. All are concerned, caring, reflective, and curious. They care 

deeply about the world around them and they stand out from the crowd, proud to do their own thing 

and believe their own beliefs. After a conversation with them, one cannot fail to walk away exhilarated 

and full of hope. 

• Will Marston 

• Faith Barker 

• Hannah Dykes 

• Noah Marston Yim 

• Sean Harnett 

• Madeline Irlam 

• Phoebe Shone 

• Harriet Shepherd 

• Evie Maher 

• Ethan Kumarajee 

• Rose Jackson 

• Erin Barker 

• Niamh Trigwell 

• Amber Wells 

• James Charters 

• Erin Barker 

• Sophie Orledge  
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To you, our school says thank you. The way you represent yourselves, your school and your faith is truly 

inspiring. Although the formal award ceremony acknowledging your charitable work was cancelled this 

year, we will ensure that as a school your achievements will be recognised. We will keep you in our 

prayers, in thanksgiving and in intercession, acknowledging the challenges and opportunities we all face 

in today’s world. Indeed, putting our faith into action has never been so important.    

Never forget that you are never alone in the task of making the world the better place. It is the Lord’s 

work. If you commend all your efforts to him, he will guide you and sustain you every second, every 

minute, every day.  

Reflection- Moving forward 
I’ve been reading Horrible Histories with Patrick: the ‘Groovy Greeks’. They invented the yo-yo, the 

second oldest toy; the oldest is the doll. Yes, it’s the acquisition of random facts like this on an irregular 

basis, that might give you an insight into how ‘successful’ home learning has been in the Brown house.  

Obviously, the Ancient Greeks gave us more than the yo-yo. The Greeks had a beautiful way of looking at 

time which seems particularly pertinent in our current situation as we talk about moving forward in 

September. 

The Greeks believed that every situation and event could be divided up into three significant moments. 

They believed in every situation there was the moment of ‘Krisis’, a time of crisis, confusion and perhaps 

anxiety. I’m sure we would all agree we have been in the midst of ‘Krisis’. There was also the moment of 

‘Epiphany’, when something was revealed in luminous clarity, perhaps a moment of realisation, a truth 

about the way we live. Finally, the Greeks believed in a moment of ‘Kairos’, this was the propitious 

moment. This was the moment of promise, opportunity and possibility, the hope of life opening up in 

abundant kindness, because of what had gone before.  

These past weeks we have been talking about how we might move forward. With the Grace of God, 

perhaps we might recognise that the world and our future isn’t decided by the event, but rather how we 

react to it, whether we grasp our moment of Kairos and act on it. So rather than seeing the last few 

months as time lost or wholly destructive, perhaps we might see the opportunities for transformation 

and possibilities of renewal which have emerged.  As Charlie Mackesy says, “One of our greatest 

freedoms is how we react to things.” If we collude with anxiety it becomes our companion but if we 

embrace the possibilities for transformation, healing and kindness they become the future we choose to 

shape.  

 We cannot fail to be fortified in moving forward when we remember God’s promise; 

             “Be strong. Be brave. Be fearless. You are never alone.” Joshua 1:9  

The following poem was written by our key worker pupils last week. I think its beauty lies in the fact they 

have embraced their positive experiences and they recognise their moment of Kairos.   

 

No Wasted Time 
A time which blended light and dark, joys and grief. 
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A time slower, but never wasted. 

A time which created more time. 

More time to say thank you. 

More time to do less but think more, reflect more, pray more. 

More time to get to know the real you. 

More time to stop being the pretend you.  

More time to care and show kindness. 

More time to try more, learn more. 

More time to make new friends. 

More time to spend on the field, hear more, play more, hide more. 

More time to grow.  

More time to judge what’s important and know what we want and don’t want. 

A time more light than dark, slower, but never wasted. 

                                                                                     By Key Worker Pupils 

Laudato Si Garden 
It may be in its infancy, but we are delighted to announce that we have started to sow the seeds of our 

school Laudato Si Garden. Under the watchful eye and skilful green fingers of Mr Holt (Ormskirk’s answer 

to Alan Titchmarsh) our key worker pupils have been busily planting with a view to establishing our own 

school garden. We look forward to something beautiful and restorative emerging from the past few 

months. 

Boost your English this summer 
Miss Letki has produced this great resource for students to develop their English skills over the summer. 

It can be used by KS3 and KS4 and is suitable for all abilities. 

Great work by Miss Letki and we hope you hope you find this Boost Mat useful! 
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Incredible Art 
Our St Bede’s artists have not let the lockdown stop their creativity. They have been painting, drawing 

and creating consistently. Here is just some of their work. 

Year 7 – Jungle animals, plants and feathers: 

        

Flynn Sinclair 
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Lucy McClusky                                Alistair Rawsthorne                Gracie McGurnaghan 

 

Harry Copeland 

    

Carys Rankin Mills           Harry Copeland 
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Harry Copeland        Madeleine Willson      James Trigwell 

 

Erin-Rose Barker 

 

Nile Sheeran     Matthew Moss    Brayden Bailey 
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Rose Jackson 

Year 8 – African Masks, The weeping woman and feathers 

                              

                 Amber Wells          Rachel Monk                           Amelia Knock 

     

Shane Parry 
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Amelia Knock                                    Amber Wells     Amelia Knock 

     

Amy Martin   Simon Parker                       Ethan Hendstock 

      

Alex Kershaw    Olivia Bell 
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Year 9 - Natural Forms and Feathers 

         

Alex Sheeran   Sally Abraham                                  Isobel  Turnbull 

       

Phoebe Shone    Isobel Turnbull              Alex Sheeran 

   

 Alex Sheeran              
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Year 10 – Unit 1 Exam Prep 

    

Lucie Deakin       Evie Jackson 

 

Lucie Deakin 
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Hannah in Year 7 took part in a Frida Kahlo Webinar. She learnt about the artist and then created a 

portrait of Frida using acrylic. She has done a remarkable job. Hannah even inspired me to have a go with 

my family.  

 

Hannah McCann 

For similar Art Webinars suitable for children take a look at Art Enthusiasts London, Artreach Studios and 

London Drawing Group. All feature famous artist such as Picasso, Matisse, Damien Hirst, Paul Klee, 

Magritte, Chagall and many more. 

The Tate has a number of art activities suitable for all ages https://www.tate.org.uk/art/create-artist. A 

favourite of ours is the spin art. This weekend we are going to try out painting to music like Kandinsky 

https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/kandinsky-cossacks-n04948/how-paint-kandinsky. Or perhaps 

you’d like to learn how to weave https://www.tate.org.uk/kids/make/cut-paste/learn-weave. 

Recommended reading 

        

https://www.tate.org.uk/art/create-artist
https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/kandinsky-cossacks-n04948/how-paint-kandinsky
https://www.tate.org.uk/kids/make/cut-paste/learn-weave
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What’s been going in the kitchen? 
Food Technology - July Blog 

Food practicals at home  

Pupils have been encouraged to keep up with their practical skills at home. Here are some examples of 

what has been going on in lockdown recently, amongst KS3 and KS4 pupils. 

Sophie Orledge has made a cake recently for Father’s Day. It is a sticky toffee sponge with caramel 

buttercream and caramel sauce. It has three cake layers together with buttercream + some cake crumbs 

around the bottom of the cake. Added to it is a caramel drip around the edges of the cake: 

 

Sophie has also made some cheesy bread too: 

 

Hannah McCann has made carrot cakes and has a great action shot of her icing them. She has chosen 

cream cheese icing and the nozzle she has chosen adds definition to the icing: 
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Ruby O’Brien has made this beautiful cake for her dad’s birthday: 

 

Rose Jackson has designed two dishes, sweet and savoury, which could form a 2-course meal. Her 

sketches are a good way of planning how you think your dish may look. Here is her sweet dish which is 

strawberry cheesecake and her strawberries look lovely and juicy.  

 

Oliver Harrison has produced a clear recipe for how to make quesadillas and included his picture. 
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Leah Jones has made some cookies: 

 

Libby Birchall has made a batch of fairy cakes: 

 

Gritty Curriculum Activities 

Each week, pupils have been given a range of practical activities that will give them a challenge, as this is 

something that they may not usually do. Here are some culinary delights that have been made during 

lockdown. 
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Harry Gell has made 2 sets of cakes that would be suitable for a summer fayre {as ours was due to be this 

half term) and for the gritty task, made and presented them to his neighbours. He has made chocolate 

muffins and coconut muffins with Greek yogurt and pineapple: 

 

Tyler Ramsay has made a family meal for at lunchtime, halloumi on a bed of salad with chilli sauce: 

 

Ruby Benson has made fruit muffins and has also made them for her neighbour: 

 

Ellie-May Matthew has made a tomato and cheese omelette for her family lunchtime meal. Here it is in 

progress: 
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Summer Fayre 
We should have been celebrating our school summer fayre this term. With this in mind, pupils have been 

asked to design and make a food product that could be served at the fayre. Here are some examples. 

Iris Fearon has made fruit muffins: 

 

Harry Copeland has made afternoon tea for his parents to enjoy: 

 

Michael Cloherty has made chicken kebabs; here are his before and after pictures: 

 

Finn Glover has made jammy biscuits: 
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Zach Norbury has made his first ever batch of brownies, suitable for his stall: 

 

Take – away Project 

This covered 3 elements of DT: Graphics by designing a net for a food holder, Textiles by designing a 

surprise item for children and Food by making their meal deal.  

Oliver Harrison has been busy making his textile puppets for this surprise item for children: 

 

Thomas Pereira has made his colourful packaging design. He has included food options that would 

provide a variety of nutrients and a Rubik’s cube which would keep the mind active: 
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Biscuit Project 

Pupils have researched existing biscuits and carried out a product analysis. Now at the baking stage, here 

are some pupil examples.  

Hannah Dykes has made gluten and dairy free biscuits: 

 

Kirsten Scotland has made chocolate chip Nutella cookies for her project: 

 

Afternoon Tea 

In school during this part of the term, we would have enjoyed our afternoon tea celebration with local 

residents invited. Here are some of our pupils’ home celebrations. 

Harry Gell made this for him and his sister to enjoy: 
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Grace Kelly has made profiteroles, biscuits and key lime pie – all would be suitable to serve at this event: 

 

Aimee Coy has made a carrot cake with cream cheese topping, with the hot drink included too: 

 

Finn Glover has designed what his table setting would look like: 

 

Zach Norbury has made afternoon tea for his family and grandparents to enjoy. He has included sweet 

and savoury items: 
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Leah Jones has made chocolate chip cookies suitable for her afternoon tea: 

 

Harry Copeland has made a toasty for his afternoon tea – here is his evaluation, with tips on how this can 

be produced for different groups: 

 

Sophie Orledge has made an afternoon tea for her parents. She has made her own bread for the 

sandwiches and a variety of strawberry cakes: 
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Food Technology Theory 

Pupils have also been given the chance to show their knowledge and understanding of Food Technology 

by carrying out various activities.  

Martha Harford has made this poster, highlighting food safety. When handling ice, always make sure your 

hands are clean. A temperature probe needs to be used in the centre of food, held in place for 2 minutes 

with a core temperate of 72®: 

 

We are getting ready for our new school year and looking forward to meeting our new cohort of year 7s. 

Here are some posters to help with the settling in period: 

Jorge Smith 
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Eleanor Kervin has presented some information on the key nutrients we look during KS3. Have a go at 

including some of the food examples in your weekly diet: 

 

Oliver Harrison has produced an evaluation for his lunchtime meal. He has also included how this can be 

made suitable for other groups: 

 

Brayden Swift has produced a poster with how to be safe when using knives in a food practical situation: 
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Michael Cloherty has produced a poster with information for the eatwell guide: 

 

Where are we with Geography? 
We are so proud of the fantastic effort from so many of our students in lockdown. Well done from Mrs 

Reynolds, Mrs Clare and Mrs Turpin!  

 Here are just a few examples of recent work: 

YEAR 7 WORK ON FLOODING 
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YEAR 8 WORK ON INDIA     
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YEAR 9 WORK ON STONEHENGE 
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Laudato Si garden takes shape 
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A summer blessing from Jacinta 
May you walk with God 

this summer 

in whatever you do 

wherever you go. 

 

Walking with God means 

walking with honesty 

and with courage, 

walking with love 

and respect 

with concern for the feelings of others. 

 

May you talk to God 

this summer, 

every day and 

in every situation. 

 

Talking with God means 

praying words of praise 

for the beauty of creation, 

saying prayers of thanks 

for friends and good times, 

and asking for God's help 

in all your decisions. 

 

May you feel God’s peace and love, every day. 

Amen 

Let us know your news! 
If you are involved in any exciting activities over the summer or you have stories of St Bede’s from years 

gone by please contact school and we can celebrate this in our fortnightly blog. Also if you have a relative 

or friend who you would like our school community to pray for let us know via admin@sbchs.co.uk.  

God bless, 

Mr P Denton, Headteacher 

mailto:admin@sbchs.co.uk

